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About This Game

Cyberhunt is an infinite twin-stick shooter game set on a cyberpunk world. Destroy asteroids, cops and more on this
new take on a classic genre.

Perfect to play when you want a chill experience, or are in a queue for another game this is a small and replayable game,
with lots of missions, achievements and steam leaderboards.

Play trough 500 missions, destroy hundreads of enemies and asteroids counting with a number of different weapons and
power ups.

Gameplay inspired by oldschool arcade games like Asteroids, Galaxian, Space invaders.
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Survive as long as possible, destroying various enemies and complete missions counting with multiple different weapons
and power ups.

Enemies are randomly spawned but with incremental dificulty.

Unlock new missions by completing the previous ones. The mission list can be seen on the pause menu.

Get bigger scores by destroying enemies before the combobar ends, the multiplier increases for every 10 destroys.

Improved classic mechanics, and cyberpunk-ish pixel art graphics.

Plays greath both with Keyboard or Joystick.

500 missions each one with a achievement (only 9 missions unlocked at the same time avoiding massive achievement
spam).

8 types of enemies, 5 types of weapons, and 4 power ups creates a good variation on the gameplay.

6 awesome original tracks.

Steam Leaderboards, Achievements, trading cards and cloud support.

NukGames is a solo indie developer from Brazil working hard to bring fun small arcade games to Steam.
Thanks for taking time to read this, I hope you'll enjoy Cyberhunt

Paulo - NukGames
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Title: Cyberhunt
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
NukGames
Publisher:
NukGames
Franchise:
NukGames
Release Date: 19 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP or later

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHZ or Better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Compatible with DirectX 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 50 MB available space

English
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Very good game.. Do not buy this game. There is a reason the franchise stopped, this game.

4/10. Gameplay is fine, but playing this game on high-end graphics cards and/or multiple monitors seems to crash the game..
-the controls hardly work cannot play game
. anoyingly fun considering the game is just a bunch of simple sprites moving about a basic map.
it is surprisingly in depth and addictive in the pursuit of carrying on the generations of your beloved sprites and remarkbly very
few bugs.. The game has a lot of charm and is overall a fun puzzle game with an interesting plot, but someties the specific
answers it wants (ie. what files it wants) feel unintuitive. Pick it up for like three bucks and you probably won't regret it..
Innovative at first,
slowly becomes a drag and torment
trying to solve the next puzzle.

Gave me migrant.

Playable.
Buy only if with discount or coupon.
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If you want a game like this, go buy beat hazard. Difficult to follow enemys, clunky movement and just appaling graphics, looks
like it was just made with some basic sprites.. Rating 2/5

Review can be found here: http://greyreviews.livejournal.com/29312.html. I got it for free with pre-order. Awesome pack and
all 9 bucks is pushing it IMO tho for something that should've been in the base game, but if you're really into the game, buy it
100% buy it. If you just mess around with the game and don't play often, I would forget about it for now.

It is shady stuff to release day 1 DLC I need to say that. Stuff that is already done before you release a game, should be in the
game, not charged extra. You already do not have that many leaders to start out with in the first place. This should've been in the
game. F*** you guys for doing this.. +Pros
Looks great
Nice level variety
Different than other shoot em ups with some interesting ideas
Light RPG elements with an upgrade system

-Cons
Confusing (but you should figure things out after a while)
Lackluster music and sound effects
Destroying enemies lacks impact (just an explosion animation and the sprite is gone)
There is no infinite ammo of any weapon so you will have to stop shooting often
You will have to replay levels as you need a certain number of gold eggs to advance
You're a chicken

Bottom Line
I played for about 25 minutes and got through four levels before I was faced with the fact that I had to replay the previous ones
to collect golden eggs to unlock another level. Not to mention the third and fourth levels just kind of ended abruptly, I thought I
failed the missions.

If you love high adrenaline shoot em ups and have a 360, check out Strania instead. Or Einhander on the PS1. Or even either of
the Geometry Wars. Not so much this. It's not bad but it's not good either.. Unique and cool game. Never seen anything like it. It
is interesting and fun. 10/10. this game is very fun and addictive but the only downside is it crashes alot and having alot of error
, armor games if you are looking at this do fix the game before publishing .. 1. where is the flash light
2. how do i get a gun
thats what i dislike but it looks pretty good,
i really hope the creators update it so i can have more fun
and i do recommend this game...
also in the tralier it's ment to be really good unless i have a
bad version

MatchyGotchy Love:
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Happy Valentine's Day everyone ��

Reminder that MatchyGotchy Valentine's cuteness is available now!

Starting today, all the Valentine's Day specials are free to download, play, and love! Available only for seven days, if you missed
out on last year then make sure you don't miss out this year. Go ahead and share the love on Valentine's Day :)

http://store.steampowered.com/app/772700/MatchyGotchy/

-Say ʕ•ᴥ•ʔﾉ♡. Reopening Solo matchmaking on NA servers in a time-limited manner:
Dear players,

It's been three weeks since the temporary shutdown of Solo and Duo matchmaking on NA server. First, we want to express our
sincerest apologies to all the players affected by this change. Although this change was an emergency measure that we were
forced to take, and it has shown to be effective, but we failed to communicate and inform you guys about this change
beforehand, we also understand that directly shutting down matchmaking modes is only a temporary solution to this issue.

Therefore, we decided to reopen Solo matchmaking on NA in a time-limited manner. Here's the specific time period:

Every day at 7PM - 9PM Pacific Time (0200 - 0400 UTC). Ritual of the Moon:
Hi friends! A new project from Ice Water Games was just released today! Check it out!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/993500/Ritual_of_the_Moon/

There's more information, and links to mobile storefronts on our website.[www.icewatergames.com]
(Just iOS for now, sorry, but follow us on the social media of your choice for an update once it's on Android!)
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. Dog couple 5 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1051983/Dog_couple_5/. 1.520 Notes:
Unfortunately the mac bugs were not fixed yesterday. However today they were. Rejoice!. FTN Highlight: PvP 101 - Zone
Map:
Squad up and explore our PVP zones, or you can choose to avoid these areas and protect your shelters! Either way, you can
check out this map highlighting our PvP and non PvP areas to help aid you in your survival!
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Areas 1-4 (green) are PVE areas; Areas 5-9 (red) are PVP areas

Keep in mind that if you are killed in PvP areas by other players you risk dropping all of your items for other players to loot!

Another tip to keep in mind is you can not attack other players shelters and their generators directly in order to occupy their
shelters. However, other survivors found success when utilizing zombies to attack other players defenses!

Have you already battled it out with other squads? Let us know your feedback on PvP experiences in the comments below!. 
Update From Tölva - 50% Off Sale! Other Stuff!:
Hello there!

FIFTY PERCENT!. Update 12: Look and FPS options:
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- static deathcams now follow faces instead
- jumping more realistic (no "air walking")
- options to limit frames per second for
much better performance and consistency
- you can also adjust graphics quality in-game.
use home / end, page up / down, on keyboard.
- option to set controller sensitivities
- changed joystick identifier to an image

Check if this is ok. We want to start adding new map types and game modes!. Show Off Your Best Moment!:

. CrossCode now with
Steam Cloud Support!:
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Good news everyone: We finally implemented support for Steam Cloud!

That means that your CrossCode saves can now be backed up in the Cloud and shared for all CrossCode installations. It even
should work cross platform. Hopefully.

If you don't want your saves to be synchronized, you can disable Steam Cloud for CrossCode. (Right click the game, select
"Properties", then the "UPDATES" tab and uncheck "Enable Steam Cloud synchronization for CrossCode").

Important: Note that we don't support a proper merging of save states. That means if you have two different sets of saves on
two machines and want to use Steam Cloud, you will have to replace one set of saves with the others. Steam should give you a
warning in that case and an option to select which saves you want to keep.

If there are any issues with save synchronization, please let us now!

And that's all!
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